Introduction
============

Candidate gene (CG) approaches constitute a complementary strategy to map-based cloning and insertional mutagenesis [@B1]-[@B2]. A candidate gene is either a cloned gene presumed to be involved in the regulation and expression of a given trait ("functional candidate") or a gene closely linked to loci controlling the trait ("positional candidate"). An appealing feature of the CG approach is that it does not require the development of mapping populations, and the analysis relies simply on association tests between polymorphisms of a molecular marker (or markers) and variation for the trait of interest.

Candidate gene approaches have been widely used for identification and characterization of Mendelian and quantitative trait loci (QTLs) in the past decade [@B3], because they are simple and convenient. The number of published candidate gene studies has been increasing [@B4]; In pigs, for example, a search in PubMed (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez>) shows over 40 published papers about candidate genes on litter size, since the work of Rothschild et al. (1996) [@B2]. This number represents those deposited in the PubMed databases, which makes up only a portion of the studies that have been conducted so far in search for genes affecting pig litter size.

The large number of candidate gene studies, however, does not provide an indication of the reliability of these results, and their conclusions tend to be inconsistent among individual studies. Frequently, when a candidate gene is studied by several groups or even by the same group using different experimental populations, each association found previously can be paired with an equally convincing rebuttal, and both positive and negative findings are likely to be observed in reality. Even when a genuine genetic association exists, the effect size of the gene varies among different studies, hence leading to various conclusions. Such inconsistencies may result from differences in many issues, which include and not limited to varied populations, methodologies, and experimental designs used in CG studies.

This aforementioned situation can be handled by meta-analyses, which typically involves pooling effect-size estimates or combining P values from multiple studies to arrive at an overall conclusion [@B5],[@B6]. Both fixed-effects and random-effects models have been proposed for meta-analyses [@B3]. Often, the model poses a center-specific "true effect" while taking into account the heterogeneity over individual studies [@B7],[@B8]. Hence, meta-analyses provides a powerful tool for assessing population-wide effects of candidate genes on quantitative traits and it can reveal diversity or heterogeneity that are previously undiscovered [@B9],[@B10].

Current meta-analytic random-effects models assume that the CG effect size among studies is normally distributed, which may not be true in reality. For instance, in a meta-analysis evaluating the association of the platelet PIA polymorphism of glycoprotein IIIa and risk of coronary heart disease, Burr et al. (2003) found that kernel density estimates of study-specific CG effects were multi-modal [@B7], which obviously violated the normality assumption. In reality, population stratification and admixture is common, leading to multi-modal distributions of the data [@B11].

In the present paper, we first show how a mixed-effect model can be used to describe the effects of a candidate gene obtained from multiple studies, and then we extend this meta-analytic model to non-parametric settings. The parametric model assumes a normal distribution of study-specific gene effects (referred to as the meta-NP model) whereas the non-parametric model relaxes the normality assumption by replacing it with a more general, discrete, "nonparametric prior" - the Dirichlet process prior (referred to as the DPP model). Both models are implemented within the Bayesian framework. Features of these methods are illustrated using simulated data.

Statistical Methods
===================

Mixed models for study-specific CG effects
------------------------------------------

Consider *N* studies that investigate the effect of a candidate gene on a quantitative trait (the methodology can be extended to a set of candidate genes evaluated jointly). Let *y~i~* be a point estimate of the effect size *u~i~* of the candidate gene (e.g., additive or dominance effects, measured as a linear function of genotypic values) in the i-th study, each representing a single population. Then, *y~i~*\'s can be modeled as:
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Where *σ~i~^2^* is assumed to be known but empirically equal to the sample variance, *s~i~^2^* in the *i*-th population. The assumption *σ~i~^2^*= *s~i~^2^* is typically made in meta-analysis, which ensures the parameter identification in the model. This assumption is valid as long as sample sizes in individual studies are not small [@B7],[@B12].

Specifically, if we let *y~i~* be the estimated additive effect of the candidate gene in the *i*-th population, computed as one half of the difference between mean values of the two homozygotes, then, assuming no interactions between this gene and other genes also affecting the trait of interest, we have

where, for examples, ![](jgenv02p0001i004.jpg) is an estimate of the genetic effect of genotype AA, pertaining to the *i*-th study, *a~AA~* is its true genetic value, ![](jgenv02p0001i005.jpg) is the average residual genetic values of individuals having genotype AA, and ![](jgenv02p0001i006.jpg) is the average of the errors for all individuals having genotype AA at the CG locus. The residual genetic values are attributable to loci other than the candidate gene under investigation. The assumption made in (2) is that the candidate gene is the functional gene affecting the trait. If the candidate gene is only a marker linked to a functional gene, its association (additive) effect, denoted as *a\**, can be expressed as a function of the gene effect *a* and of the recombination rate *r* between the marker and the causal gene, e.g., *a\* = a(1-2r)*.

Evidently, if ![](jgenv02p0001i007.jpg) and ![](jgenv02p0001i008.jpg), then ![](jgenv02p0001i009.jpg) provides an unbiased estimator of (*a~AA~* - *a~aa~*). This situation, however, is unlikely to be true because it rests on over-simplified assumptions. For instance, the genetic determination of a quantitative trait may involve some major genes as well as polygenic effects, and occasional associations between these genes and the quantitative trait can lead to misinterpretation of estimated candidate gene effect, unless they are accounted for properly. Assuming that the quantitative trait is additively affected by *J* major genes, as well as infinitesimal gene effects, then, without considering interactions among them, ![](jgenv02p0001i010.jpg) can be decomposed as:

where, for example, *b~AA,j~*is the effect of genotype AA for the j-th major gene, *f~AA,j\|AA(i)~* is the frequency that the genotype of the*j*-th major gene is AA for all individuals whose genotype at the CG locus is also AA, and ![](jgenv02p0001i014.jpg) is the average value of polygenes of individuals having genotype AA in the i-th population (candidate gene study). Then, if we denote ![](jgenv02p0001i015.jpg) ![](jgenv02p0001i016.jpg) and ![](jgenv02p0001i017.jpg), the first term *b~i~^\*^* reflects genetic "noise" due to some major genes affecting the trait, whereas *ω~i~^\*^* is attributable to polygenic effects. Thus, it becomes apparent that assuming ![](jgenv02p0001i018.jpg) may not be as reasonable as one can expect. In reality, ![](jgenv02p0001i019.jpg) due to effects of major genes and polygenes that are not randomized among the three CG genotype groups.

Now, let\'s revisit (2). Denote *a~AA~*-*a~aa~*=2*μ*, which is invariant across individuals populations. Thus, we have:
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where ![](jgenv02p0001i020.jpg). Here, we assume *e~i~ \~ N(0, s~i~^2^)*, where *s~i~^2^*is approximated by the variance of the estimate in study *i*. This decomposition of candidate gene effects suggests that a mixed-effect model can be used to model candidate gene effects estimated from multiple studies. In (4), *μ* corresponds to the "central" putative effect of the candidate gene, and *g~i~* represents random study-specific deviations from the "central" effect size in the *i*-th study with some variance. Therefore, as long as the genetic background is not randomized properly in a CG study, we have *E(g~i~)* ≠ 0 and estimated CG effect in an individual CG study is biased even if this candidate gene represents the true function mutation of the QTL.

In a meta-analysis, however, the estimation of the "central" effects involves weighting estimates from single studies across a variety of genetic backgrounds. This can be viewed as kind of randomization of the genetic background effects across multiple experiments in some sense, which in turn can minimize the bias in estimated CG effects. Re-write (4) in matrix notation as:

Where **y** = (*y~1~ y~2~... y~N~*)\', **g** = (*g~1~ g~2~... g~N~*)\', and ![](jgenv02p0001i022.jpg) is an *N*×*N* known (diagonal) covariance matrix with ![](jgenv02p0001i023.jpg) being the *i*-th diagonal element with all off-diagonal elements being equal to zero. Further, we assume that the *g~i~*\'s follow the same normal distribution with mean zero and variance*σ*~g~^2^. That is,

Here, *σ*~g~^2^ is the variance of study-specific deviations of the CG effect from the overall mean *μ* due to background major genes and polygenes.

To complete the Bayesian settings, a normal and a scaled inverse chi-square prior distribution are assumed for *μ* and*σ*^2^, respectively. That is, *p(μ) = N (μ~0~*, *σ~μ~^2^)* and ![](jgenv02p0001i025.jpg), where *μ~0~*, *σ~μ~*^2^, *υ~g~* and *Ѕ*~g~^2^ are known hyper-parameters.

Denote **θ** = (*μ,***g***, σ*~g~^2^), and let **H** represents all known hyperparamters. Then, the joint distribution of **θ**given the data **y** and hyperparameters **H** is

The joint posterior distribution can be evaluated by using a Markov chain Monte Carlo approach such as Gibbs sampling where posterior samples are drawn from the fully conditional distributions of the model parameters, either element-by-element or block-wise [@B13]. Briefly, the conditional posterior distribution of *μ* is the normal distribution

where:

and

In (8), "else" is used to represent all parameters other than *μ.* The conditional posterior distribution of **g** is multivariate normal:

where ![](jgenv02p0001i034.jpg) and ![](jgenv02p0001i035.jpg). Finally, the fully conditional distribution of the genetic variance *σ*~g~^2^ is the scaled inverse Chi-squared distribution:

Bayesian non-parametric hierarchical model
------------------------------------------

There are essentially two normality assumptions in the parametric model. The first one, as seen in (1), relies on the central limit theory. In other words, the sampling distribution of the estimate of a candidate gene effect tends to be a normal distribution as the sample size increases. However, the second normality assumption about the distribution of study-specific CG effects, as in (4), does not have any theoretical justification. For example, Burr et al. (2003) gave evidences of non-normality of CG effects among a number of independent studies [@B7].

Considering that the candidate gene effect sizes over multiple studies can departure from a homogeneous normal distribution, we replace (6) with ![](jgenv02p0001i038.jpg), ![](jgenv02p0001i039.jpg), where *G* is some general distribution, G \~ π, and π is a "nonparametric prior". A choice for π is the Dirichlet process [@B14]-[@B16]. That is,
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Above, *G~0~* is a "baseline" distribution function, which is also referred to as the "center" of the DP prior, in the sense that for any given *θ* we have E(G(θ)) = G~0~ (θ), and α is interpretable as a precision parameter indicating the degree of concentration of the prior on *G* around some parametric family { G~0~(θ); θ∈Θ}. We assume G~0~(*σ*~g~^2^) ≡ N (g~i~ \|0, *σ*~g~^2^), where *σ*~g~^2^ is the variance of the baseline distribution G~0~.

Denote **θ =**{ *μ,***g**, *σ*~g~^2^}, and let **H** contain all known hyper-parameters. In the first stage, it is assumed that the value of *α* is known. So, the joint conditional distribution of **θ**, given **y**, **H**, and is

Above, **g** \~ G denotes that the g~i~\'s follow the unknown distribution *G*, drawn from a Dirichlet process with G~0~≡ N (g~i~ \|0, *σ*~g~^2^) as base measure and known precision parameter *μ*. The notation \[g~k~ \~ G\]\[G \~ DP(αG~0~(*μ, σ*~g~^2^))\] indicates that the distribution *G* is integrated out using the DP process as mixing entity. *A priori*, *μ* and *σ*~g~^2^ follow the same distributions as their counterparts in the parametric model discussed previously.

Bayesian implementation of this meta-DPP model via Markov chain Monte Carlo can be conducted following Gianola et al. (2010) [@B17] and Wu et al. (2011) [@B18]. Briefly, given everything else, the posterior distribution of *μ* in the non-parametric model is normal with the same form as in (8). Since the posterior distribution of *μ* is not changed when switching to a DP prior, sampling of *μ* is as in the parametric model. But sampling the g~i~\'s in the non-parametric model is different from that in the parametric model. The conditional posterior distribution of g~i~, given anything else, can be expressed as

Here, because random distribution *G* has been integrated out at this point, one does not need to sample *G*. In (13), we observe that that the fully conditional posterior distribution of g~i~ is a mixture of *N*-1 degenerate distributions, δ(g~i\'~), with point mass at g~i~, (i\'≠i), and of the parametric conditional distribution under the assumption of a baseline distribution. Specifically, if α→∞, with G~0~ ≡ N(0,*σ*~g~^2^), then (13) tends to (9). In other words, the posterior distribution of ***g*** in the non-parametric model is approaching a normal distribution as α→∞.

In essence, the posterior distribution of ***g*** is discrete, implying a clustering property of this meta-DPP model. This in turn groups candidate gene effects with similar effects from multiple studies. Let γ~1~,..., γ~k~, be *K* distinct values among *N* estimates of the gene effect size g~1~,..., g~N~, where 1≤K≤N, at the*t*-th iteration of the sampler. Then, the unique values of g~1~,..., g~N~ induce a partitioning into *K* clusters. For each cluster, say *k*, the g~j~\'s take on the same value γ~k~. Given that g~1~,..., g~N~ are random, this induces a random portion as well [@B17],[@B18]. In the Bayesian context, the marginal posterior distribution of the number of clusters can be constructed, e.g., by directly counting the number of distinct values of g~i~\'s at each iteration of the sampler. Following Bush and MacEachern (1996), we re-sample the γ\'s after the groups of effects are determined, which improves mixing [@B19].

Assuming a scaled inverse chi-square prior distribution, *σ*~g~^2^ \~ χ^-2^(*υ*~g~*,S*~g~^2^), the conditional posterior distribution of *σ*~g~^2^ is also scaled inverse chi-square:

Finally, the precision parameter α can be treated as unknown and estimated in the analysis. Following West (1992) [@B20], given a Gamma prior distribution, *p(α) = Gamma(a,b)*, the fully conditional distribution of α is a mixture of two Gamma distributions, with the mixing probabilities being π~s~ and 1 - π~s~, as:

where *a\* = K + a*, *b\* = b*- log *s*, and ![](jgenv02p0001i046.jpg). The auxiliary variable *s* is drawn from a Beta distribution (Gianola et al., in press):
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Simulation studies
==================

QTL, candidate gene, and the quantitative trait
-----------------------------------------------

Five meta-analyses were simulated, each consisted of 30 individual studies. In principle, each study represented a specific population under investigation, with the number of individuals per population (sample size) ranging from 52 to 498 (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Among them, four populations consisted of less than 100 individuals (i.e., 71, 57, 52, 53 individuals, respectively), mimicking real situations in which samples in large numbers can be difficult to obtain.

The simulation studies were conducted under two scenarios. The first scenario, as in the first meta-analysis, assumed that the quantitative trait was affected by one bi-allelic QTL and infinitesimal gene effects as well. The additive effect for the QTL was 0.8 units, and the dominance effect of the QTL was non-existent. Essentially, this was an additive QTL. For the sake of simplicity, a bi-allelic candidate gene was simulated, which exactly coincided with the QTL. In other words, the candidate gene fully represents a functional mutation of the QTL. The effect size of the candidate gene alleles followed the order A \> a. The allelic frequencies (say allele *a*) of the candidate gene varied in the 30 populations, ranging from 0.166 to 0.845 (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Assuming random mating, instances of the three genotypes at the candidate gene locus were generated from the multinomial distribution

where *f~i~* is the frequency of allele *a* and, for example, *n~aa~* is the number of individuals having genotypes *aa* in the *i*-th population, with *N = n~aa~+ n~Aa~+ n~AA~*.

The second scenario was represented by four simulation studies (denoted by S2a, S2b, S2c, and S2d), in which the quantitative trait was genetically determined by two QTLs, one additive and one dominant, and by infinitesimal genetic effects as well. The two QTLs were not linked. The additive effect of both QTLs was 0.6. The dominance effect was 0 for the first QTL and it was 0.3 for the second QTL. Again, the candidate gene fully represented a functional mutation of the first QTL affecting the quantitative trait. The allele frequencies of the first QTL were comparable among populations, which was approximately 0.4 for allele *a* and 0.6 for allele *A*, but the allele frequencies of the second QTL varied in the 30 populations, ranging between 0 and 1 (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The genotypes of a QTL (candidate gene) were sampled from a multinomial distribution with probability, say, *p(G=aa) = f~i~*^2^, *p(G=Aa) =* 2*f~i~* (1-*f~i~*), and *p(G=AA) =* (1-*f~i~*)^2^, where *f~i~* is the frequency of allele *q* (or *a*) at the *i*-th population. Under both scenarios, the overall mean was the only fixed effect, which was arbitrarily given. The infinitesimal genetic effects of each individual followed a normal distribution with mean zero and variance 1.0. The residuals of the phenotypic values followed a normal distribution with mean zero and variance 4.

The quantitative trait for each individual was simulated as the sum of the overall mean, QTL effects, infinitesimal effects, and residuals. Systematic environmental factors were not considered in this series of simulation studies, yet they can be relevant in practical situations. The data used in the subsequent meta-analysis consisted of additive and dominance effects of the candidate gene estimated from a total of 30 populations, which is described as follows. For each population, the additive effect of the candidate gene was computed as:

where ![](jgenv02p0001i049.jpg) and ![](jgenv02p0001i050.jpg) were means of the quantitative trait of all individuals having genotype AA and aa, respectively. Assuming homogeneous variance for the three genotypes of the candidate gene, the variance is estimated by:

where, for example, *n~aa(i)~* and *S^2^~aa(i)~* are the number of individuals and the sample variance of genotype *aa*. Then, the standard error of the additive effects is calculated as:

The dominance effect of the candidate gene and the standard error in the *i*-th study are computed, respectively, by:

and

where ![](jgenv02p0001i055.jpg) is the trait mean of all individuals having genotype Aa and *n~Aa(i)~* is the corresponding sample size. In addition, additive and dominance effects of these candidate genes were also estimated using the linear regression approach. Briefly, the genotypes are coded as -0.5 (aa), 0 (Aa), and 0.5 (AA) for the additive effect, and -0.5 (aa), 1 (Aa), and -0.5 (AA) for the dominance effect. Regression coefficients were estimated using the lm function provided by the R Stats package [@B21].

Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling
---------------------------------

The meta analysis was implemented by Bayesian analysis via Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling, based on the meta-NP and the meta-DPP models, respectively. Each analysis consisted of 200,000 iterations after a burn-in period of 2,000 iterations. The posterior samples were thinned every one-tenth and saved for posterior inference of model parameters. Convergences of the chains were diagnosed visually, and all the chains converged and mixed well.

Results and Discussion
======================

Estimation of candidate gene effects in multiple studies
--------------------------------------------------------

For each of the 30 CG studies, additive and dominance effects (and their standard errors) of the candidate genes were calculated using formula (17)-(21), and presented in Tables [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, respectively. These estimates corresponded well to those obtained using the linear regression approach. For example, plots of linear fitting between estimated additive and dominance effects of the candidate gene (and their standard errors) obtained using both approaches in meta-analysis S2a are illustrated in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The *R^2^*, which measures the goodness of fit between estimates obtained using both approaches, was approximately 1 for both additive and dominance effects, and for their standard errors.

Conclusions from individual CG studies varied drastically. In meta-analysis S1, for example, additive effects of the candidate gene varied dramatically among the 30 independent studies, ranging from 0.059 to 1.630 (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The differences reflected largely the consequence of genetic sampling of the QTL and infinitesimal genes. While most independent studies suggested the presence of significant (p\<0.05) or very significant (p\<0.001) additive effect of the candidate gene, there were several studies (i.e., from 5 to 10 studies in each of the meta-analysis) showing non-significant (p\>0.05) results. In S2d, even negative estimates of additive effect for the candidate gene were obtained in three independent studies, though, by simulation, the additive effect was positive.

The simulated dominance effect of the candidate gene (corresponding to the first QTL) was zero, and estimated dominance effects (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) were not significant (p\>0.05) in most of the 30 independent studies. However, as shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, there were still five studies supporting the presence of significant dominant effect, with the p values ranging from 0.010 to 0.035.

The above results clearly demonstrated that individual candidate gene studies tend to yield high rates of false positive and false negative results, leading to inconsistent conclusions among individual studies. As was mentioned previously, estimated candidate gene effects are biased if *E(g~i~)* ≠ 0, and the bias increases with the difference of allele frequencies of other functional loci affecting the trait. In reality, the bias can result from many factors including linkage and assortative mating, also possibly from population stratification and admixture. In the present simulation studies, genetic sampling of the QTL and infinitesimal gene effect was the major cause of the bias.

Bayesian parametric meta-analysis of candidate gene effects
-----------------------------------------------------------

In the meta-NP model, in which a normal prior distribution was assumed for the study-specific CG effect, the overall mean estimated the "central" candidate gene effect and it corresponded well to the simulated value of the candidate gene. The overall mean of additive effect of the candidate gene was estimated to be 0.811 in meta-analysis S1 and it was from 0.540 to 0.631 in meta-analyses S2a, S2b, S2c and S2d (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). These estimates agreed with the simulated values of the candidate gene, which were 0.8 in S1 and 0.6 in S2a-S2d, respectively. The 95% highest posterior density (HPD) interval of the additive effects obtained from the meta-NP model always contained the "true" values. Estimated overall mean of dominance effect of the candidate gene was small (for instance, -0.092 in S1 and from -0.124 to -0.021 in S2a-S2d) and not significant because the 95% HPD intervals contained zero (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

However, the normality assumption for the study-specific deviations of the candidate gene effects is questionable. As shown in Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, kernel density plots of additive and dominance effects of the candidate gene (e.g., in simulations S1, S2b, and S2d) were multi-modal, and them by no means looked like "bell-shaped" normal distributions. This finding coincided with that of Bur et al (2003) [@B7].

Bayesian non-parametric meta-analysis of candidate gene effects
---------------------------------------------------------------

The meta-DPP model relaxed the normality assumption for study-specific CG effect by replacing it with a general prior distribution - the DP prior. Noticeably, the meta-DPP model produced estimates of the "central" candidate gene effects that were generally closer to the simulation values and with smaller standard errors (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), as compared to the parametric method with a normal prior (referred to as the meta-NP method). In S2a, for example, the estimate (standard error) for the mean of the additive effect of the candidate gene was 0.569 (0.058) from the meta-DPP method and 0.540 (0.074) from the meta-NP method. Same patterns were observed in simulations S2b, S2c, and S2d (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Nevertheless, the overall means of the additive effect from both approaches were similar to each other and they both corresponded well to the "true" value. This high agreement between the two models was probably because the candidate gene was the only major gene (QTL) affecting the quantitative trait in S1, and the effect of genetic sampling was not as dramatic as it was in simulations S2a-S2d when a second QTL was also acting. Even in the latter case, the DPP estimates still had a smaller standard error than the meta-NP estimate. In all five simulations, the 95%HPD interval for the additive effect contained the true values. The posterior distributions of the "central" additive effects were approximately, normally distributed and symmetric, and examples from meta-analyses S1, S2a, and S2c are illustrated in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}.

The meta-DPP model captured the feature of the data well because it relaxed the normal assumption about the distribution of the candidate gene effects. In Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}a, the histogram and kernel density plots of the estimated additive effects from 30 individual studies in meta-analysis S2c clearly shows a multi-modal distribution, rather than a normal distribution typically assumed in the meta-NP model. Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}b shows an instance of initial states of cluster values of study-specific effects (specifically, study-specific effects plus the "central" additive effect *μ*, such that they are on the same scale as the estimates from the individuals studies), and Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}c shows an instance of cluster values during MCMC sampling (the "central" additive effect *μ* was also added for the sake of comparison). Apparently, the clustering property of the meta-DPP method induced an aggregated structure of the effect sizes of the candidate gene from single studies, which could capture the variation of candidate gene effects obtained from multiple studies.

The meta-DPP approach suggested that the dominance effect of the candidate gene was not significant, because the 95% HPD interval contained zero (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). This was in agreement with the meta-NP approach. Both types of meta-analyses could reduce substantially the chance of reporting false positive or false negative candidate effects on the quantitative trait, as compared to individual candidate gene studies.

Posterior distributions of the variance of the study-specific CG effects (*σ*~g~^2^), as obtained from the meta-DPP method, are illustrated in Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}. The estimates (standard deviations) of *σ*~g~^2^ obtained from the meta-DPP method were larger than those from the meta-NP method (Tables [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

Summary posterior statistics of other model parameters (i.e., K, *α*, s) are listed in Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. On average, the meta-DPP approach postulated from 1.6 to 3.0 clusters for the additive effect, and from 1.7 to 3.5 clusters for the dominance effects in the five simulation studies. The posterior distributions of the number of clusters, e.g., for additive effects of the candidate gene in meta-analysis S1, S2b and S2d, were shown in Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}. The posterior means of *α* were small, ranging from 0.705 to 1.026 for the additive effect and from 0.739 to 1.139 for the dominance effect. This was indication that the data were diffuse, and the distribution of candidate gene effects among studies deviated from a normal distribution. The small values of *α* might explain the difference in the estimates of *σ*~g~^2^ between the two the parametric and non-parametric models. As *α* becomes large, the distribution of *σ*~g~^2^ in the meta-DPP model would approach a normal distribution, and the estimates of *σ*~g~^2^ would become comparable between the two approaches.

Finally, the clustering of *g*~i~\'s by their inferred values is a noting feature of the non-parametric method with DP prior. In meta-analysis S2b, for example, when the additive effects were initialized as belonging to over 10 clusters, they could converge to two clusters (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}a,b). Similarly, when the dominance effects (e.g., in simulation S2d) were initialized with over 10 clusters, they could converge to approximately three clusters or less (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}c,d). Theoretically, the meta-DPP model can be considered as an infinite model, that is, a mixture model with a countably infinite number of clusters. In practice, however, the probability of drawing *g*~i~ is decreased quickly, and only a small number of clusters are possibly. Intuitively, imaging we generate samples from ![](jgenv02p0001i056.jpg). Because *G \~ DP*(αG~0~) is discrete with positive probability, there will be ties among the *g*~i~\'s. So, the *g*~i~\'s will form clumps. When *α*is small, the first few probabilities *P*~i~\'s add up to nearly 1, resulting in higher probability ties. This leads to important consequences regarding the posterior distribution of **g** given the data **y**. Consider, for example, the distribution of *g*~i~. Conditional on the data and **g**~-i~ (i.e., **g** without *g*~i~), the estimation results in shrinkage towards ![](jgenv02p0001i057.jpg) and towards a grand mean. Because of the propensity of clumping, the posterior is also shrunk towards those in **g**~-i~ whose values are close to ![](jgenv02p0001i058.jpg). This property results in a way of pooling information that involves weighing results of similar studies more heavily [@B22].

In summary, we have presented and compared two meta-analysis models that were used to evaluate candidate gene effects using simulation data. While both models applied well in the meta-analysis of candidate gene studies, the non-parametric model with DPP captured better the distribution of the candidate gene effects among studies, hence leading to more robust conclusions. The non-parametric model with DPP makes weaker assumption about the distribution of candidate genes among individual studies, and hence it model can outperform the parametric model in fitting the data with cryptic gene interaction. Finally, it should be noted that a candidate gene may not be the causative locus itself, but linked gene. To further identifying causative loci is beyond the scope of the present study. Also, with two QTLs, we did not evaluation their interactions in the present study. Instead, we retain simple QTL settings to compare the performance of the two meta-analysis models.
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![Frequencies of allele *a* at the candidate gene locus in 30 populations, as generated in simulation S1.](jgenv02p0001g002){#F2}

![Frequencies of allele *q*of the second QTL (not the candidate gene) affecting the trait in the 30 populations, as generated in simulations S2a, S2b, S2c, and S2d. The candidate gene is the first QTL itself, whose allelic frequencies are on average 0.4 for allele *a* and 0.6 for allele *A*, respectively.](jgenv02p0001g003){#F3}

![Comparison of candidate gene effects and their standard errors obtained using formula (18)-(21) (represented by the y-axis) and those obtained using the linear regression approach (represented by the x-axis) in meta-analysis S2a. These graphs represent: (a) additive effects, (b) standard errors of additive effects, (c) dominance effects, and (d) standard errors of dominance effects.](jgenv02p0001g004){#F4}

![Kernel density plots of additive effects of the candidate gene obtained from 30 independent studies in meta-analyses S1, S2b, and S2d. The X-axis represents additive effect and the Y-axis represents kernel density estimates.](jgenv02p0001g005){#F5}

![Kernel density plots of dominance effects of the candidate gene obtained from 30 independent studies in simulations S1, S2b, and S2d. The X-axis represents dominance effect and the Y-axis represents kernel density estimates.](jgenv02p0001g006){#F6}

![Posterior distributions of "central" additive effect of the candidate gene in simulations S1, S2b, S2d, each representing a meta-analysis with 30 individual studies (i.e., 30 independent populations). The x-axis represents values of posterior draws and the y-axis represents kernel density estimates.](jgenv02p0001g007){#F7}

![Histograms and kernel density plots of: (a) additive effects of the candidate gene obtained from 30 studies, (b) initial state of the cluster values, and (c) a state of the cluster values during the MCMC sampling, in simulation S2c.](jgenv02p0001g008){#F8}

![Posterior distributions of "central" dominance effect of the candidate gene in meta analyses S1, S2b, and S2d, respectively, each consisting of 30 independent studies. The x-axis represents values of posterior draws and the y-axis represents kernel density estimates.](jgenv02p0001g009){#F9}

![Posterior distributions of the variance of study-specific candidate gene (additive) effects in meta analyses S1, S2b, and S2d, respectively, each consisting of 30 independent studies. The x-axis represents values of posterior draws and the y-axis represents kernel density estimates.](jgenv02p0001g010){#F10}

![Posterior distributions of the number of clusters of additive effects of the candidate gene in meta analyses S1, S2b, and S2d, respectively, each consisting of 30 independent studies. The x-axis represents values of posterior draws and the y-axis represents kernel density estimates.](jgenv02p0001g011){#F11}

![Comparison of states of cluster values assigned to the 30 population at the initial stage (left) and a stage after convergence (right), respectively. Graphs (a)-(b) correspond to the model with additive effect in meta-analysis S2b; graphs (c)-(d) correspond to the model with dominance effects in meta-analysis S2d.](jgenv02p0001g012){#F12}

###### 

Mean (standard error) of additive effects of the candidate gene in five meta-analysis studies, each consisting of 30 independent studies ^1,2^.

       S1                 S2a                S2b                S2c                S2d
  ---- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
  1    0.773(0.251)\*\*   0.878(0.182)\*\*   0.666(0.199)\*\*   0.320(0.200)       0.527(0.181)\*\*
  2    1.111(0.708)       0.595(0.415)       0.842(0.393)\*     0.139(0.457)       0.782(0.401)
  3    1.151(0.841)       0.654(0.271)\*     0.689(0.247)\*\*   0.452(0.292)       0.464(0.264)
  4    0.648(0.251)\*     0.181(0.235)       0.645(0.205)\*\*   0.823(0.236)\*\*   0.967(0.232)\*\*
  5    0.395(0.260)       0.654(0.214)\*\*   0.686(0.228)\*\*   0.169(0.219)       0.420(0.204)\*
  6    0.059(0.383)       0.544(0.263)\*     1.256(0.255)\*\*   0.820(0.273)\*\*   0.353(0.280)
  7    0.628(0.194)\*\*   0.612(0.162)\*\*   0.704(0.159)\*\*   0.392(0.168)\*     0.873(0.186)\*\*
  8    1.630(0.876)       0.872(0.267)\*\*   0.778(0.251)\*\*   0.727(0.275)\*\*   0.925(0.256)\*\*
  9    0.695(0.176)\*\*   0.476(0.199)\*     0.829(0.192)\*\*   0.473(0.198)\*     0.855(0.188)\*\*
  10   0.761(0.433)       -0.030(0.309)      0.069(0.267)       0.522(0.287)       0.797(0.278)\*\*
  11   0.729(0.529)       -0.279(0.598)      0.374(0.374)       1.361(0.466)\*\*   0.388(0.442)
  12   0.866(0.370)\*     0.786(0.154)\*\*   0.513(0.152)\*\*   0.426(0.158)\*\*   0.306(0.159)
  13   0.894(0.194)\*\*   0.760(0.168)\*\*   0.658(0.163)\*\*   0.525(0.172)\*\*   0.546(0.170)\*\*
  14   0.705(0.192)\*\*   0.502(0.149)\*\*   0.618(0.159)\*\*   0.581(0.137)\*\*   0.501(0.151)\*\*
  15   1.182(0.151)\*\*   0.685(0.152)\*\*   0.612(0.147)\*\*   0.533(0.158)\*\*   0.669(0.156)\*\*
  16   1.078(0.401)\*\*   0.256(0.259)       0.688(0.320)\*     0.548(0.260)\*     0.798(0.262)\*\*
  17   0.649(0.162)\*\*   0.606(0.148)\*\*   0.432(0.150)\*\*   0.672(0.158)\*\*   0.830(0.157)\*\*
  18   0.663(0.314)\*     0.031(0.277)       1.016(0.294)\*\*   0.752(0.245)\*\*   0.973(0.267)\*\*
  19   0.807(0.496)       1.009(0.277)\*\*   0.554(0.272)\*     0.904(0.261)\*\*   0.050(0.286)
  20   0.366(0.446)       -0.165(0.565)      0.485(0.471)       0.301(0.575)       1.259(0.413)\*\*
  21   1.010(0.148)\*\*   0.399(0.165)\*     0.649(0.158)\*\*   0.655(0.160)\*\*   0.354(0.145)\*
  22   1.312(0.233)\*\*   0.061(0.285)       0.571(0.280)\*     0.827(0.327)\*     0.141(0.326)
  23   1.191(0.367)\*\*   0.783(0.225)\*\*   0.463(0.236)       0.459(0.219)\*     0.559\*\*(0.218)
  24   1.276(0.451)\*\*   0.684(0.158)\*\*   0.568(0.164)\*\*   0.634(0.162)\*\*   0.348(0.197)
  25   0.414(0.191)\*     0.697(0.202)\*\*   0.460(0.207)\*     0.459(0.193)\*     0.811(0.182)\*\*
  26   0.642(0.239)\*\*   0.398(0.240)       0.138(0.242)       0.708(0.242)\*\*   0.507(0.249)\*
  27   1.026(0.248)\*\*   0.591(0.157)\*\*   0.735(0.161)\*\*   0.532(0.162)\*\*   0.617(0.166)\*\*
  28   1.212(0.288)\*\*   0.593(0.242)\*     0.493(0.227)\*     0.754(0.268)\*\*   0.850(0.239)\*\*
  29   0.906(0.298)\*\*   0.331(0.262)       0.975(0.252)\*\*   0.687(0.230)\*\*   0.669(0.230)\*\*
  30   0.282(0.541)       0.797(0.436)       1.034(0.495)\*     0.413(0.574)       0.251(0.413)

^1^ S1-S2d = \# of meta-analysis studies; ^2^ 1\~30 = \# of individual studies per meta-analysis study; \* p\<0.05; \*\* p\<0.01.

###### 

Mean (standard deviation) of dominance effect of the candidate gene in five meta-analysis studies, each consisting of 30 individual studies ^1^.

       S1                    S2a                   S2b             S2c                   S2d
  ---- --------------------- --------------------- --------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  1    0.283(0.314)          0.113(0.248)          0.031(0.273)    -0.438(0.270)         -0.002(0.261)
  2    **-1.912(0.828)\***   -0.153(0.591)         0.049(0.574)    -0.018(0.587)         0.348(0.606)
  3    0.089(0.906)          -0.255(0.376)         0.520(0.378)    -0.357(0.387)         -0.003(0.381)
  4    -0.194(0.334)         -0.490(0.326)         0.135(0.294)    0.128(0.317)          -0.080(0.318)
  5    0.003(0.352)          -0.325(0.291)         -0.046(0.300)   -0.230(0.306)         -0.308(0.283)
  6    -0.626(0.494)         0.431(0.383)          -0.035(0.387)   -0.348(0.381)         0.066(0.399)
  7    -0.142(0.254)         -0.155(0.239)         -0.245(0.226)   0.181(0.235)          0.277(0.246)
  8    -1.068(0.954)         0.521(0.355)          0.092(0.354)    -0.276(0.383)         -0.012(0.387)
  9    -0.378(0.238)         -0.301(0.265)         -0.089(0.262)   0.143(0.258)          -0.354(0.270)
  10   0.043(0.539)          -0.177(0.411)         -0.271(0.368)   0.489(0.375)          0.273(0.401)
  11   -0.707(0.656)         -0.171(0.774)         0.036(0.526)    -0.267(0.623)         0.157(0.558)
  12   0.179(0.429)          **0.551(0.229)\***    -0.071(0.216)   0.049(0.220)          -0.228(0.218)
  13   0.114(0.254)          -0.246(0.225)         -0.121(0.222)   0.055(0.235)          -0.023(0.234)
  14   0.017(0.244)          -0.273(0.207)         -0.218(0.221)   -0.088(0.196)         **-0.465(0.211)\***
  15   0.368(0.208)          0.401(0.210)          0.189(0.209)    -0.028(0.217)         -0.074(0.217)
  16   0.775(0.511)          -0.282(0.358)         0.333(0.406)    0.639(0.365)          0.220(0.355)
  17   0.321(0.219)          -0.189(0.209)         0.009(0.208)    -0.173(0.214)         0.188(0.213)
  18   0.213(0.420)          -0.431(0.389)         0.413(0.397)    0.132(0.351)          0.042(0.362)
  19   0.046(0.593)          -0.687(0.389)         -0.275(0.407)   -0.573(0.357)         -0.749(0.412)
  20   -0.866(0.692)         -0.504(0.704)         -0.621(0.690)   -0.708(0.719)         0.897(0.626)
  21   0.260(0.206)          -0.388(0.226)         -0.200(0.215)   0.004(0.220)          -0.068(0.208)
  22   -0.267(0.333)         0.219(0.389)          0.149(0.394)    -0.254(0.413)         -0.397(0.409)
  23   -0.008(0.450)         -0.265(0.321)         -0.197(0.318)   0.127(0.309)          -0.129(0.305)
  24   -0.682(0.489)         **-0.500(0.230)\***   -0.010(0.233)   0.271(0.219)          -0.074(0.259)
  25   -0.136(0.270)         -0.160(0.264)         0.115(0.269)    -0.106(0.279)         0.168(0.260)
  26   -0.197(0.330)         -0.242(0.326)         0.001(0.343)    **-0.739(0.348)\***   0.217(0.349)
  27   -0.272(0.298)         0.293(0.217)          0.201(0.223)    0.214(0.226)          -0.038(0.232)
  28   -0.423(0.380)         -0.425(0.345)         -0.612(0.332)   -0.162(0.370)         0.123(0.335)
  29   -0.024(0.402)         0.165(0.356)          -0.131(0.328)   -0.087(0.331)         0.162(0.320)
  30   0.253(0.738)          -0.558(0.708)         0.557(0.648)    -0.185(0.770)         0.118(0.627)

^1^ S1-S2d = \# of meta-analysis studies; ^2^ 1\~30 = \# of individual studies per meta-analysis study; \* p\<0.05.

###### 

Summary posterior statistics of additive effects of the candidate gene obtained from the meta-NP and meta-DPP methods 1.

  Simulation^2^   Parameter^3^   Mean                                      Median   StdDev^4^   95%HPD^5^
  --------------- -------------- ----------------------------------------- -------- ----------- -------------
                                 \-\-\-\-\-- Meta-NP method \-\-\-\-\--                         
  S1              *μ*            0.811                                     0.810    0.086       0.643-0.980
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.092                                     0.087    0.030       0.048-0.165
  S2a             *μ*            0.540                                     0.540    0.074       0.396-0.686
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.075                                     0.075    0.025       0.039-0.134
  S2b             *μ*            0.631                                     0.631    0.062       0.510-0.752
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.053                                     0.051    0.017       0.028-0.093
  S2c             *μ*            0.577                                     0.577    0.061       0.457-0.696
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.049                                     0.047    0.016       0.027-0.087
  S2d             *μ*            0.613                                     0.613    0.067       0.481-0.743
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.064                                     0.062    0.020       0.034-0.113
                                 \-\-\-\-\-- Meta-DPP method \-\-\-\-\--                        
  S1              *μ*            0.814                                     0.813    0.070       0.681-0.953
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.690                                     0.630    0.280       0.294-1.251
  S2a             *μ*            0.569                                     0.571    0.058       0.452-0.680
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.727                                     0.661    0.308       0.293-1.331
  S2b             *μ*            0.625                                     0.625    0.055       0.522-0.732
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.734                                     0.667    0.307       0.294-1.334
  S2c             *μ*            0.568                                     0.568    0.054       0.466-0.673
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.739                                     0.672    0.310       0.300-1.349
  S2d             *μ*            0.607                                     0.607    0.056       0.500-0.718
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.714                                     0.651    0.295       0.286-1.297

^1^ Meta-NP model = model assuming a normal prior distribution for *σ*~g~^2^; Meta-DPP model = model assuming a DPP distribution for *σ*~g~^2^;

^2^ S1-S2d = \# of simulation studies.

^3^ *μ* = "central" additive effect; *σ*~g~^2^ = variance of study-specific deviations of additive effects.

^4^ StdDev = standard deviation.

^5^ 95%HPD = 95 highest posterior density interval.

###### 

Summary posterior statistics of dominance effects of the candidate gene obtained from the meta-NP and meta-DPP models ^1^.

  Simulation^2^   Parameter^3^   Mean                                     Median   StdDev^4^   95%HPD^5^
  --------------- -------------- ---------------------------------------- -------- ----------- --------------
                                 \-\-\-\-\-- Meta-NP model \-\-\-\-\--                         
  S1              *μ*            -0.092                                   -0.092   0.121       -0.329-0.142
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.164                                    0.154    0.059       0.079-0.304
  S2a             *μ*            -0.124                                   -0.125   0.085       -0.292-0.041
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.095                                    0.090    0.031       0.050-0.171
  S2b             *μ*            -0.021                                   -0.022   0.076       -0.167-0.128
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.062                                    0.059    0.020       0.032-0.114
  S2c             *μ*            -0.050                                   -0.050   0.082       -0.210-0.112
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.079                                    0.075    0.026       0.040-0.141
  S2d             *μ*            -0.030                                   -0.030   0.081       -0.188-0.127
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.071                                    0.067    0.023       0.037-0.128
                                 \-\-\-\-\-- Meta-DPP model \-\-\-\-\--                        
  S1              *μ*            -0.037                                   -0.035   0.083       -0.212-0.120
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.709                                    0.647    0.292       0.281-1.268
  S2a             *μ*            -0.118                                   -0.119   0.079       -0.267-0.041
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.676                                    0.620    0.266       0.283-1.197
  S2b             *μ*            -0.028                                   -0.027   0.065       -0.156-0.099
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.735                                    0.666    0.309       0.282-1.328
  S2c             *μ*            -0.032                                   -0.031   0.068       -0.165-0.096
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.734                                    0.662    0.313       0.293-1.341
  S2d             *μ*            -0.044                                   -0.044   0.067       -0.174-0.087
                  *σ*~g~^2^      0.731                                    0.664    0.309       0.290-1.313

^1^ Meta-NP model = model assuming a normal prior distribution for *σ*~g~^2^; Meta-DPP model = model assuming a DPP distribution for *σ*~g~^2^;

^2^ S1-S2d = \# of simulation studies.

^3^ *μ* = "central" additive effect; *σ*~g~^2^ = variance of study-specific deviations of additive effects.

^4^ StdDev = standard deviation.

^5^ 95%HPD = 95 highest posterior density interval.

###### 

Summary (posterior) statistics of other model parameters obtained from the meta-DPP model.

  Simulation^1^   Parameter^2^   Mean                             Median   StdDev^3^   95%HPD^4^
  --------------- -------------- -------------------------------- -------- ----------- -------------
                                 \-\-\-- Additive effect \-\--                         
  S1              *K*            2.970                            3.000    1.501       1.000-6.000
                  *α*            1.026                            0.906    0.613       0.112-2.241
                  *s*            0.063                            0.055    0.042       0.008-0.168
  S2a             *K*            2.055                            2.000    1.181       1.000-4.000
                  *α*            0.817                            0.707    0.513       0.067-1.811
                  *s*            0.057                            0.048    0.040       0.006-0.158
  S2b             *K*            1.790                            1.000    1.009       1.000-4.000
                  *α*            0.753                            0.652    0.468       0.064-1.666
                  *s*            0.055                            0.046    0.040       0.006-0.156
  S2c             *K*            1.569                            1.000    0.849       1.000-3.000
                  *α*            0.705                            0.613    0.444       0.052-1.554
                  *s*            0.054                            0.045    0.039       0.005-0.154
  S2d             *K*            2.171                            2.000    1.256       1.000-5.000
                  *α*            0.840                            0.726    0.522       0.058-1.851
                  *s*            0.058                            0.049    0.041       0.006-0.159
                                 \-\-\-- Dominance effect \-\--                        
  S1              *K*            2.658                            2.000    1.549       1.000-6.000
                  *α*            0.956                            0.823    0.604       0.075-2.140
                  *s*            0.061                            0.053    0.041       0.007-0.162
  S2a             *K*            3.452                            3.000    1.540       1.000-6.000
                  *α*            1.139                            1.019    0.638       0.132-2.398
                  *s*            0.067                            0.058    0.044       0.009-0.173
  S2b             *K*            1.716                            1.000    0.982       1.000-4.000
                  *α*            0.739                            0.639    0.466       0.057-1.638
                  *s*            0.055                            0.046    0.040       0.006-0.155
  S2c             *K*            1.945                            2.000    1.134       1.000-4.000
                  *α*            0.790                            0.684    0.493       0.056-1.758
                  *s*            0.057                            0.047    0.041       0.006-0.160
  S2d             *K*            1.878                            2.000    1.103       1.000-4.000
                  *α*            0.775                            0.671    0.487       0.057-1.707

^1^ S1-S2d = \# of simulation studies.

^2^*K* = number of clusters; *α* = precision parameter; s = auxiliary variable.

^3^ StdDev = standard deviation.

^4^ 95%HPD = 95 highest posterior density interval.
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